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SECTION E

Managing your money

E
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Aims and overview
The aim of this unit is to teach some basic money management skills. Topics
include: setting goals, budgeting and saving, paying by cash or credit.

Key concepts
Budgets, income, saving, credit, interest, expenditure, loans, debt.

Learning outcomes
At the end of this unit, students should be able to:
– explain the principles of budgeting and construct a personal budget
– discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using credit to purchase 

goods and services
– develop savings goals for the future.

Additional resources
Budget planners, bank brochures, Consumer Affairs Victoria (CAV) fact sheets 
on credit, bank websites for budget planners and interest rate calculators.

Background information
Young consumers face considerable pressures to consume, and to consume 
now, rather than later. Young people have more spending power than previous 
generations: the average 15 year old has an income of $58 a week and this amount
doubles for a 16 year old. Once they turn 18, young people often have easy access 
to credit, in the form of credit cards, store cards and personal loans. Over 70% of 
14-20 year olds have a mobile phone, and phone bills are a major source of 
financial difficulty and debt. The article ‘Young ring up huge mobile bills’ on 
p. 69 supports this finding.

Recent research suggests that young Australians need to improve their financial
literacy. In a world with little job security, increasing costs for higher education,
and declining house affordability, learning how to manage money has never been
more important.

To become money smart, we do not have to train to be an accountant, financial
planner, or bank manager, but it does mean having the skills to understand the
language they are using and to ask them the right questions. Putting spare cash 
in a piggy bank is fine when we are five but it’s not money management. The 
basic money management skills are:
– setting financial goals
– drawing up budgets 
– developing a savings plan
– investing for the future.

These are the stepping stones to controlling our money and making it work for us.
The key to money management success is taking responsibility for managing our
own money.
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continued

Introductory activity
Ask people what they think about money and probably many will say they cannot
get enough of it! There are many and varied attitudes to money, but it’s one 
subject on which we all have a point of view.

To introduce this unit, present your students with the following sayings and
proverbs about money. Ask your students to select any two and explain why they
either agree or disagree with them. Compare opinions with the rest of the class.

– 'Money makes money'
– 'The best things in life are free'
– 'Money is power'
– 'Money makes the world go round'
– 'Money is the root of all evil'
– 'Money talks'
– 'You can’t take it with you'
– ‘Show me the money!’

Ask students to explain how their attitude to money could affect their future.

As a class, brainstorm what your students would like to learn about money.
Summarise the topics and issues they want to cover.

Students can also make-up their own sayings about money. At the end of the 
unit, they can reflect on their choices and decide if they want to change them 
in any way.
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Many people have quite vague goals for their future, a good car, a nice house, some
overseas travel and so on, but often don’t spend too much time thinking about
how they are going to achieve their goals. To be achieved, goals should be:
– specific
– realistic
– time framed

Specific
Rather than saying ‘I want a car when I turn 18’, be specific about the make and
model. Collect all the information you need and write down the reasons why you
want that particular car. Specific goals helps to keep us motivated and on track.

Realistic
You may want your first car to be a Porsche or a Saab convertible, but that’s 
unlikely to happen for most people. Goals should be realistic and achievable.

Time framed
Saying ‘One day I want to travel overseas’ is not as useful as saying ‘I will work 
full-time for two years, save $10 000 and spend 6 months backpacking around 
Asia and Europe’.

A concrete time frame will help you organise your money so that you will have
saved the $10 000 by the time you need it.

Research shows that just writing down our goals makes it much more likely 
we will achieve them.

Short and long term goals
It is best to have a mix of short term and long term goals and recognise that
choices have to be made at times between our goals.

Short term goals are much more easily achievable and give us the confidence 
to achieve the longer term ones.

A short term goal could be saving $10 a week for three weeks to buy a DVD or CD.

A longer term goal might be saving $20 a week for a year to pay for a 
‘Schoolies week’ holiday at the end of Year 12.

Generally, short term goals are less than a year, and long term is anything longer.
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Exercise 1 - My goals!
Using the table below, make a list of your short term and long term goals,
with the most important ones at the top of the list.
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Short term goals Long term goals

It is important to stay motivated. The greater your desire to achieve a goal,
the more likely it is that it will be achieved. We can motivate ourselves by being
positive and focused on the benefits of achieving the goals, (the independence 
of having your own car) rather than the short term costs (lack of money for 
entertainment).

Exercise 2 - What will the costs and benefits be?
In the following table, list what you need to do to achieve the most important
short term and long term goals (one of each), for example, how much will you 
have to save? What will the real cost be (think about all the costs, not just the
financial one).

Short term goal Long term goal
Costs Benefits Costs Benefits

continued
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Continue music
lessons and form a
band with friends

My goals

Start my
webpage design

business
Keep my

part-time job until
tertiary studies

completed

Complete
tertiary studies

Back-packing
Asia/Europe for

six months

Keeping fit!
Join surf club and gym

My first car!

Save deposit 
for inner city 

apartment

Fees - how much?
Scholarships?

Loans?
Future employment

prospects?

Work out costs:
driving lessons

second-hand car
running costs

Buy with friends?

Work 1-2 years
full-time first?

Need new
computer? Other

equipment?

Further training
needed?

Exercise 3 - Mapping out your future
We can also put our goals in different age blocks, for example,
– 16-20
– 21-25
– 26-30.

Using large sheets of butchers’ paper, identify your goals for each period.
Either write lists of what you want or use a concept map. Make them as 
colourful as possible, using textas or crayons, and try glitter glue for extra effect!
Add photos or drawings to illustrate your major goals.

The following concept map has been done using Inspiration® software and the
goals are those of a student, Chris, for the 21-25 age block. Chris has quite a few
expensive goals and will need to think carefully if they are all achievable. For 
example, he realizes it may be hard to find the deposit for a home. Perhaps he
could bring forward his goal of getting a car, and perhaps delay the home 
purchase or overseas trip.
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Once we have worked out our goals, we can start planning our financial future.
A useful starting point is to work out what we are worth now, in dollar terms.

This involves creating a statement of net worth as shown in the example below:
– Chris is 17 and owns a computer, mountain bike, guitar, mobile phone,

DVD player, exercise equipment, and a surfboard. These are his assets.
– Chris' family have helped him to purchase his assets, and the money he 

owes are debts or liabilities.

Chris' net worth as at 10th March 2004.

What am I worth? (in dollars and cents!)
E2
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My assets $ My liabilities $
Computer 3 000   Mum and Dad 500
Mountain bike 600   Grandparents 300
Guitar 800 $800
Mobile phone 1 000
DVD player 700
Exercise equipment 400
Surfboard 300   

$6 800   

Chris' net worth is $6 000 ($6 800 - $800)

Exercise 1 - My net worth!
Calculate your net worth today. If you do not know what some of your assets are
worth, an estimate will do.

My net worth is $

A statement of net worth is useful, even when it is only an estimate, as it makes us
aware of our assets (items of value that we own) and liabilities (debts we owe) and
the relationship between the two. Assets give us pleasure, but they can also earn
us an income, for instance, Chris may earn some money playing his guitar 
in a band.

Exercise 2 - Using our assets
How could Chris’ assets earn him some extra money?

My assets $ My liabilities $
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Ever had a text message saying 'Let's go to a movie NOW!' and you haven't got the
money to go? Perhaps you had plenty of money at the start of the week, but don't
know where it has gone? We all need to understand where our money goes and
budgets help us to do that. Drawing up a budget is quite simple, all that is needed
is a pen and some paper, though there are plenty of budget planners that can be
downloaded from the internet, if preferred. There are three key aspects to a 
budget: income, expenditure and savings.

– Income is money that we receive. It can be a wage or an allowance or gift.
– Expenditure is the money that we spend.

If our spending is less than our income then we have some savings.

We often don’t keep track of our spending, so before we prepare a budget, it is 
a good idea to keep a record of all the money received and spent. The amount
we spend is often quite a surprise!

Suzie’s record for a week is shown below:

Cash flow statements and budgets 
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Income $ Expenditure $ 
May
1 Wage, part time job
3 Weekly allowance
6 Gift from Gran

Total income

230
50
20

$300

May
1 T shirt

DVD
Movie tickets
Mobile phone
Sandals

2  Gym
3  Concert ticket
5  Meal with friends

Total spending

30
30
20
15

65
20
70
50

$300
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This information can be put into a cash flow statement for Suzie.

Statement of cash flow for Suzie

Cash flow statements and budgets 
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Income

Wage
Weekly allowance
Gift

Total income

Less expenditure

T shirt
DVD
Movie tickets
Mobile phone
Sandals
Gym
Concert ticket
Meal with friends

Total expenditure
Cash surplus/deficit

$

230
50
20

300

30
30
20
15

65
20
70
50

300
-

As we can see, Suzie has spent all her income and has no money left over to save,
but the good news is there is no deficit. She has not spent more than she earned.
If Suzie wants to start saving, she will need to either reduce her spending or
increase her income (or some combination of the two).

continued
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Suzie wants to save $90 a week so has drawn up a budget which is an estimate 
of her future cash flow, and includes her planned savings. She has grouped her
expenses under the following headings: Entertainment, Food and drink, Clothes,
Sport, Mobile phone, and Other.

Estimated income $
Wage 230      
Weekly allowance 50
Other -

Estimated total income 280

Less estimated expenditure
Entertainment 50      
Food and drink 30
Clothes 50
Sport 20 
Mobile phone 10
Other 30

Estimated total expenses 190

Estimated surplus $90

Exercise 1 - Suzie’s income
Why has Suzie not included in her income the $20 from her grandmother?

Exercise 2 - Suzie’s expenditure
Where does Suzie expect to cut her expenditure the most?

Exercise 3 - Will the budget work?
Do you think the budget is a realistic one, if the cash flow statement represented 
a typical week for Suzie? Explain your answer.

Exercise 4 - Presenting data in graphs
Create a pie chart or column graph of Suzie’s expense items. What are the 
advantages of presenting data this way?

Cash flow statements and budgets 
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Exercise 5 - Fixed and flexible expenses
Expenses can be fixed or flexible. For example, if Suzie was not at home, she would
be paying rent or a mortgage and that would be a fixed expense in her budget.
At present she has flexible expenses and can make changes to them.

What could be some other fixed and flexible expenses Suzie will have in the future?

Exercise 6 - Tracking your expenses
Create a spreadsheet and keep track of your own expenses and income for a week,
then put the information into a cash flow statement.

After working out a budget, the next stage is to implement it and make 
adjustments when necessary. It is important to remember that budgets 
are meant to be flexible – they are not set in concrete!

Cash flow statements and budgets 
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Paying off a $1 000 debt at an interest rate of 16%, and paying either the minimum
balance of 2.5% or $10 each month (whichever is the smaller amount) would take 11
years and cost $860 in interest.

Below is the extract from a credit card.

Work out how long it would take to pay off the following debt if only the 
minimum of 2% is paid each month. The current interest rate is 16% per annum.
Show your calculations in the space provided.

Opening balance 1 862.73
Payments and other credit 400.00
Purchases 28.95
Cash and other advances 0.00
Balance transfers 0.00
Interest and other charges 23.95
Closing balance 1 514.94

Paying off the card
E4
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In summary, to manage your credit card and avoid problems:
– try to pay the total amount owing every month
– take advantage of any 'interest free' period
– don't use the card to get cash
– look at alternatives before using your card, for example,

paying cash or using lay-by.

When things go wrong
If you find you have too much debt and cannot make the required repayment,
don’t panic. Talk to the lenders as soon as possible. Try and pay off the debts with
the highest rate of interest first. It may be advantageous to consolidate the debts
into one debt. Never ignore a debt, it won't go away! There are many agencies that
will offer advice and information eg. The Consumer Law Centre Victoria:
www.clcv.net.au.

Useful Websites
youth central www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au > Managing Money
Consumer Affairs Victoria www.consumer.vic.gov.au > Credit & Debt
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Young ring up huge mobile bills
By Kirsty Needham
22 November, 2003

Telephone bills cause big financial difficulties for more than a third of young 
consumers seeking help from financial counsellors. Mobile phone debts of 
thousands of dollars hit 18 to 24 year-olds disproportionately.

These are the findings of a study of more than 2300 people who sought help 
from members of the Financial Counsellors Association of New South Wales last
year, owing a combined $72 million.

The study found 65 per cent had debts other than credit card and loan liabilities.

The study, by University of Newcastle academics Margaret Griffiths and 
Bill Renwick, said teenagers as young as 16 had reported debt problems.

More than half of the 18 to 24 year-olds interviewed had credit card or personal
loan debts of more than $14,000, while a quarter had debts over $20,250.

The study found 34 per cent of young people also had telephone debts, 78 per 
cent of which were mobile phone-related. The typical telephone debt for a quarter
of this age group was $5000.

"We give health warnings on smoking, but we don't seem to give debt warnings,
particularly for 18 to 24 year-olds using mobile phones," Mr Renwick said. "These
people accumulate charges without realising it." 

The report called on mobile phone service providers to assess more closely the 
ability of young consumers to service repayments before offering "open-ended"
contracts.

Dr Griffiths said parents and schools also had a responsibility to teach 
responsible credit habits.

"If your child borrows from you, how many people sit down and work out
scheduled repayment plans? Socialisation is not happening in the home," she said.

Overall, the study found unemployment the biggest cause of financial 
overcommitment for all age groups (28 per cent), followed by excessive use 
of credit (19), ill-health (18) and domestic discord (14).

"Consumers need to be made aware of the dangers of overcommitment.
Unemployment, ill-health and domestic disputes are beyond the control of the 
consumer. They result in an unexpected drop in income," Dr Griffiths said.

Credit card debt was highest among people aged 65 and over (70 per cent of this
group), while housing loans problems were most prevalent in the 25 to 44 year age
bracket (11).

Mobile phone debt
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Elizabeth Terry, president of the Financial Counsellors Association, blamed much 
of the community's debt problem on unsolicited credit card offers and credit
extension from banks.

"There are some in society who feel if the bank thinks I can afford it, then I must
be able to," Ms Terry said.

"Consumers themselves say limits given by institutions are much higher than what
they would have asked for." 

While the number of clients with credit card debt was similar to the previous year,
the number of young people experiencing credit card problems dropped from 53 
to 42 per cent.
Kirsty Needham/The Age

Exercises - Article analysis
1. What percentage of 18-24 year olds have debt problems with mobile phones 

according to 'The Age' article?

2. Rank in order (with percentages) the four biggest causes of financial 
overcommitment.

3. According to the president of the Financial Councillors Association,
what is the main cause of people's debt problems?

4. Do you think that there should be warnings about the dangers of debt given to
young consumers when they purchase a mobile phone? (Explain your answer).

5. Working in pairs or small groups, design a short warning for young people 
about the over-use of credit.

6. Working in pairs or small groups design a survey to find out the extent to which
teenagers use m-commerce, and how much it is costing them.

Mobile phone debt
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Paying for goods and services
When paying for goods and services, consumers have many choices. Increasingly
financial institutions are encouraging consumers to conduct their transactions
electronically. There is a growing use of plastic cards (debit and credit), ATM
machines, EFTPOS, phone and internet banking.

Exercise 1 - Buying a leather jacket
Phuong is 18, a student who has just started a part time job earning $400 a week.
She wants some new clothes and finds a leather jacket advertised on sale for $700
but she only has $50 in the bank and owes her parents $300. Store A offers 12
monthly payments of $80. Store B has the jacket for $600 but does not offer credit
or lay-by. They suggest Phuong gets a credit card. Role play this activity first.

a) Is the jacket a need or a want? (Explain your answer)

b) Should she buy the jacket from store A?

c) Should she get a credit card and buy the jacket from store B?

d) What are some other ways in which Phuong could buy the jacket?

e) Do you think Phuong should buy the jacket? (Explain your answer)

Case studies
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Exercise 2 - Should Bruno rent or buy?
Bruno has just left home and wants a widescreen television. He has been 
investigating various options for the model he wants, which costs $4 000. The
sales assistant suggests that Bruno purchases the TV using the store's credit over
two years, paying ‘only’ $250 a month. Alternatively he could rent the TV for two
years paying $120 a month, with the option of buying it at the end of that period
for $1 500. Bruno is also thinking of using his credit card, but the interest rate is
16% per annum. Role play this activity first.

a) Calculate the cost of the store credit offer over two years.

b) If Bruno decides to rent, how much will this cost?

c) What would be some advantages and disadvantages of renting 
the TV rather than buying it?

d) If Bruno used his credit card and took 2 years to pay, how much would 
the TV cost?

e) What other options does Bruno have?

f) Rank your options from best to worst and give Bruno some advice on how 
to be a smart shopper.

g) Imagine you are Bruno and chose the store credit option. Create a blog 
commentary reflecting on how you feel about your choice one year after 
buying the television.

Case studies
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1. Bank advertising
Select a bank, building society or credit union and collect brochures, visit their 
websites, watch any television advertisements and collect newspaper 
advertisements.
Write a report which includes the following:
– What image is the bank projecting?
– What techniques does it use to encourage consumers to take out loans?
– What money management advice does the bank provide for its customers?

2. Comparing loans
Working in groups, collect information on current loans from a range of different
credit providers (visit their websites, collect brochures from branches, as well as
newspaper advertisements).

3. Design a ‘smart’ card
Design a custom made 'smart' card that would stop consumers overspending.
For example, it could be programmed with a weekly spending limit and an alarm
could be activated if spending in the supermarket goes over this limit. Use creative
thinking skills to help design the card.

Create an advertising campaign for the card, with the theme that 'smart' 
consumers use 'smart' cards.

4. Create a 'managing money' webpage
Create a poster/pamphlet or webpage providing advice for young people
on managing money, based on the topics covered in this unit: setting goals,
budgeting, buying on credit.

Managing your money
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5. Match up the following words with the correct definition

Useful websites
Commonwealth Department of Business and Consumer Affairs
www.consumersonline.gov.au

Australian Securities and Investments Commission www.fido.asic.gov.au

Australian Stock Exchange www.asx.com.au

Australian Taxation Office www.ato.gov.au

Australian Consumers' Association www.choice.com.au

The Source www.thesource.gov.au

Commonwealth Bank www.dollarsandsense.com.au

youth central www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au

Consumer Affairs www.consumer.vic.gov.au

Managing your money
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Savings An estimate of expected income and expenditure

Credit People who owe money to someone else

Assets Money that is borrowed from another person or from a financial institution.

Income A person who is owed money

Wealth Money left over after expenditure has been deducted from income and set aside 

Budget An increase in the cost of living

Shares Permission to purchase goods and services now and pay in the future

Debtors Money a person receives, for example, from work or as an allowance

Creditor Part ownership of a company listed on the stock exchange

Interest The stock of assets that a person owns such as property and shares

Loan Items of value owned by a person or business

Inflation Income earned from savings




